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Master the technical, communication, and critical thinking skills you need to provide compassionate,
competent care in any health care setting with Lippincott&#39;s Textbook for Nursing Assistants,
4e. This comprehensive, student-friendly book is written in a conversational, easy-to read style,
features a unique and fully integrated art program to help you understand key topics, and provides
clear, concise coverage of nursing procedures that conform to the latest state-specific guidelines
and 2012 NNAAP skill revisions.Guidelines (â€œWhat You Do/Why You Do Itâ€•) boxes provide the
whys and the how-tos for carrying out key nursing assistant actions.Tell the Nurse! Notes
summarize observations that you need to report to the nurse.Stop and Think! Scenarios encourage
you to solve the types of complex, real world nursing situations youâ€™ll encounter on the
job.Helping Hands and a Caring Heart: Focus on Humanistic Health Care boxes encourage you to
empathize with those in your care and meet patientsâ€™ and residentsâ€™ emotional and spiritual
needs, as well as their physical needs.Empowering online learning tools that help you master key
content, include Watch and Learn/Listen and Learn Audio and Video Clips and an interactive audio
glossary that pronounces vocabulary words, defines them, and uses them in a sentence.Procedure
boxes that emphasize the concepts of privacy, safety, infection control, and comfort begin with a
â€œWhy You Do Itâ€• statement, followed by concise step-by-step instructions (including â€œGetting
Readyâ€• and â€œFinishing Upâ€• steps) to prepare you for role as a nursing
assistant.Chapter-ending summary sections help you review the key concepts.What Did You
Learn? multiple-choice and matching exercises similar to the questions on state certification exams
allow you to evaluate your understanding. Answers are provided at the end of the book.Nursing
Assistants Make A Difference! sections include first-person accounts from patients, residents,
clients, or family membersÂ that focus on how a nursing assistant has had a positive impact on
their lives or the lives of their loved ones, demonstrating how vital nursing assistants are to the
health care team.
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I bought this case for my CNA (certified nursing assistant) class and this book is great. Its very
informative and I learned a lot form it. It came in perfect condition and I used it everyday. If your
interested in taking a nursing assistant class then I'm sure this book will be recommended but if not
its a great reference book to have.

My CNA class was instructed to get this book and it was our only resource. I was a bit nervous in
regards to whether I needed anything else to pass the Texas CNA exam but after reading every
chapter (which is mostly common sense) I decided to schedule my exam. I did skip the body
systems section and I also went to YouTube for help on the skills since each state requires different
skills, but the written part was a breeze! I finished in almost 30min (after double checking answers).
The book taught everything I needed to know and made it easy to understand! Definitely worth the
money!Update: the nursing school I applied to required I take the HESI A2 exam. I knew anatomy
and physiology would be the hardest for me so I bought a textbook and a few study guides.
Honestly I was so overwhelmed! I had forgotten everything I had learned in class. I opened this
book on the body systems section and read them all. They were so easy to understand and made
the other books much easier! I highly reccomend that section for A&P begginers!

I really love this book! I was honestly kind of worried about going into a CNA program and having to
learn all these complicated terms and read a difficult book but this was so easy to understand. Even
the anatomy chapters (which is the hardest for me), were easy to understand. Everything was
written so simply but detailed it made the class a lot easier. It had a lot of great information and a lot
of diagrams/pictures which helped as well. I was also really glad to get it used on here for about $30
cheaper than from my school so I know I made the right choice buying it from here!

Book is fine. Very good condition and I got it for an excellent price.

Very useful, just when I need it. Good condition and it's just great.
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